
MODULE 2

Your 2  
Support Systems



The state of the Neutral Observer will be our desired state so that
we can be in the world but not of it. It’s motto is “That’s 
interesting!” Specific Visualization exercises will help you learn 
how to return to this state. Get on Your Bird is an essential 
meditation to bring you into neutral observation.

You have two support systems to help you create your unique,
authentic, and inspired life: the Conscious Universe and  
Oracle Cards.

The Oracle Cards are a lexicon of words and symbols that 
enable us to communicate with the Conscious Universe. 
Although they are a system of communication like a telephone 
or a radio they are inert. They come alive only when you 
intentionally create a personal relationship with them and 
begin a dialog.

The Conscious Universe operates with a set of Universal Laws 
that invite us into co-creation.

When you select an Oracle Card, you are creating a 
Synchronicity Event that allows the Conscious Universe to 
bring to you the card(s) that is most relevant to your question.

The language of symbolism and metaphor is not an exact 
language. Allow the symbolism to connect with the Oracle that 
is within you.

Beginning with an intention, dream, or desire, we partner with 
the Conscious Universe working from what we are today to 
influence and co-create what we want in the future.

We must nurture the relationship between our intention and 
our intuition to be effective co-creators.
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Your 2 Support Systems

When working with oracle cards you are automatically moving beyond
your limited linear awareness as a human 5 sensory being living in
a separated material world to a 360 state of awareness as a spiritual

multi-sensory being living in a connected conscious universe.
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It takes a bit to discover this. In the beginning it’s natural to 
look at the cards and see only a reflection of the limitation, the 
small self’s expectations, bias and memory. It can be frustrating 
as there is a part of you that knows everything you need is 
just past a veil. Trouble is you can’t always see it so it’s easy to 
remain in the perception of limitation
and say the language doesn’t make any sense.

You feel it, subtly and then say I don’t get it.  
The analytical mind is not the mind that can navigate this.

So when we approach the oracle as a guide we have to accept 
that we may initially only know how to be on this side of the veil 
boxed in by our perceptions and goals. Once you experience 
the profound epiphany of being witnessed by the cards, it is 
like the veil lifts and suddenly the world comes alive. Now your 
intention to become more than you were initiates the web of 
synchronicity and you being to see things that previously were 
out of the scope of possibility.
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We will go into more detail about this in later modules. Just know there 
is a system in place in both the cards and in the Spiritual laws of success. 
Remember this course is about self awareness, transformation and how to 
co-create your reality for the highest good. The magic within begins to show 
up when you get the hang of moving beyond the veil.

The Oracle Cards which have multiple functions 
A language, a mirror, a bridge between you and Spirit, a 
navigational map, a tool for meditation, a radio to tune into,  
a phone, a key!

The Conscious Universe, or Spirit 
(whatever name you feel connects your knowing) that has 
distinct laws through which it communicates with us as we 
call essence into form. This is aVreminder that it is the essence 
of our desire, the energy of our goal that is more important 
than the form. We learn to step aside and let the Conscious 
Universe do its thing and show us the reflection in the outer 
world what our inner world calls for.

So the two systems supporting you are:



Things to think about:

CONSCIOUS UNIVERSE

We exist within a connected Universe.

It is an intelligent Universe that is not separate from us.

We are part of that Divine Consciousness.

Self Awareness separates us from this Consciousness.

We are here to be an emissary of Spirit; Spiritual Beings living in a  
material universe.

Individuated Persona with talents, desires, that are to be made 
into reality.

Because we are so self-designed by our small self, we can 
become prisoners of our small self.

We don’t often know how to navigate the vastness of the 
world around us because we see ourselves as separate and 
disconnected from its intelligence.

We tend to rely solely on our own will power and ambitions which 
is an illusion.

We have to remember who we are in order to have the life  
we want.

At a deeper level, we know that there is intellectually more than 
we can feel. We can tap into it and talk to it.
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Things to think about:

ORACLE CARDS,  
INTUITION, etc...

Because we live in a conscious universe and we lack a way to
communicate with the universe, we have some options.

Prayer

Connection with Divine

Intuition and Subtle Senses

Our Intuition and subtle senses allow us to deeply know this 
personal connection to the divine.

Oracle Cards serve us as a system of communication that help 
facilitate a clarity of communication because we can receive 
guidance that directly engages us in the connected Universe by 
mirroring to us what we cannot see given the limitations of our 
human condition - 5 senses and intellect.

When we are mostly focused on the human self and its needs 
and wants, we also limit ourselves to the information that can 
actually help us meet those needs and desires. This information 
is hidden in plain sight in the ethers, where the infinite possibility, 
knowledge, wisdom of the collective and the divine exists.

It is in these subtle non-obvious realms that wisdom waits for us 
to uncover it and integrate it into our experience.

Oracles have had a venerated place in history that it’s important 
for us to talk about.

Human beings have always looked to the clouds, rivers, fish, and 
stars for signs that would help them navigate their lives.
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Things to think about:

ORACLE CARDS,  
INTUITION, etc...

And that they could see that this grander universe cares  
about them.

That there is order in the universe and that we are a part of it. 
That we matter and there is not just randomness in the Universe.

Oracle comes from the latin word Oranum which means to speak 
and give wise counsel.

At the core of the Oracle is communication.

In this class, we are only communicating when our intention is to 
communicate with a higher power that has our and our planet’s 
highest good.

It’s not about self-interest, it’s about how our desires interface 
with the highest good for ourselves and all.

If we are going to use this life wisely, we can either remain asleep 
and see the world through disconnection and competition for 
limited resources, or we can wake up and see the abundance 
of the universe where we can be response-able, collaborative, 
connected, and nothing is random. Everything is in flux/flow at 
the speed of our own awakening.
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Things to think about:

ORACLE CARDS,  
INTUITION, etc...

Let’s look at our current system that we’ll be using.
 Symbols.
 Archetypes.
 Metaphors.
 Depicted on the cards these tell a story of the potential of 
 human experience.

Through the magic of synchronicity, or meaningful coincidence, 
the cards provide us with the information that we need to help us 
with the question we’ve asked.
 Can’t explain the magic of this.
 You have to experience it.
 Pick up the Oracle Cards and have a conversation  
 with them.
 My cards are modernized derivatives of the ancient 
 systems that are made practical and accessible so that we 
 can use them.

Oracle Cards themselves are simply beautiful pictures on paper 
until we have the intention to dialogue with them.

A radio that isn’t turned on doesn’t mean the music disappears, 
it just means that you can’t hear it. The station is always 
broadcasting.

Oracle cards connect to SOUL FM and it’s a call-in show.

You get to call in and ask the question to get information that you 
might know that will help you with the question you’re asking.
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